
Japanese Festival 
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Omikuji are random fortunes written on strips 
of paper that you can try at shrines in Japan. 
If the paper strip says "吉 (kichi)," it means 
good fortune. What do you call bad fortune?

① 悪 (aku)

② 凶 (kyō)

③ 没 (botsu)

④ 黒 (kuro)
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Toyama Prefecture has a festival in early September 
where dancers silently dance their way through town 
for three days. Please fill in the blank. The name of 
the festival is Owara ____________ Bon Festival.

① Yama (Mountain)

② Kaze (Wind)

③ Niji (Rainbow)

④ Tsuki (Moon)
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There is a "lantern plant" market held on 
July 10th at Sensoji Temple in Tokyo. If you 
visit the temple on that day, it is said to be 
equivalent to how many days of visits?

① 460 days

② 4600 days

③ 46,000 days

④ 460,000 days
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